AGENDA – Fall 2008 MEETING
ACI 408 – Development and Splicing of Deformed Bars
Sunday, November 2nd, 2008
8:30-11:30 am
R-Landmark 3
Renaissance, Grand and America’s Center, St. Louis, MO

1. Welcome
2. Introductions
3. Approval of the minutes from the Spring 2008 Los Angeles meeting
4. Membership changes / Balance of Committee
6. Ballot Results for response to TAC comments on 408.3R, Adolfo Matamoros
7. Update for “Mechanical Reinforcing Bar Anchorage” ACI 408.4R-XX (Keith Thompson)
9. Request from 318-B. Use of Top Bar Factor in R/C walls.
10. Technical sessions (updates)
    - Sprint 2008 Meeting in LA: Post installed reinforcing bars: design and qualification
    - Sessions Honoring Dave Darwin, Saint Louis
11. Research presentations
12. Other business
13. Next meeting
14. Adjournment